
KITZ VALVE & ACTUATION (THAILAND) CO., LTD. 

Corporate Social Responsibility in 2023 

 On 27th May 2023, KITZ VALVE & ACTUATION (THAILAND) CO., LTD. (KVT) was successfully done CSR event at 
The Sirindhorn International Environmental Park, Phetchaburi.  

It’s help employees to realize the environmental morale and KITZ sustainability commitment and slogan. (＊NOTE1)  
And restore the forest ecosystem and increase biodiversity. 

 

For KVT’s  5th CSR event, we had chosen the following 3 activities. 

1. Seedling nursery : 
 Mangroves take 7-10 years to mature. So, we have a seedling nursery is therefore a part of helping to preserve and 

expand the mangrove forest. We used Spurred mangrove which is a tree in the mangrove forest. After seedling nursery 1 
year, they will plant in mangrove forest.   



2. Release Crab : 
Nowadays, crabs in Thailand has human threats everyday. This activity will release crab back to the ocean. A female 

crab can lay up to 1 million eggs and promote natural breeding as well as multiplication in the ecosystem in the ocean. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Learning Nature in mangrove forest : 
This activity learned lesson about mangrove forest by officer of The Sirindhorn International Environmental Park. 

Advantage of mangrove forest are stabilize the coastline, reducing erosion from storm surges, currents, waves, and tides. 
And also learned about species of animals and species trees in mangrove.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We wish to create a sustainable society where all creature on earth can live their lives with peace of mind. To create the 
ideal society, we believe companies must achieve sustainable growth while working to solve social issues and protect the 
global environment through business activities. 
 Working toward realizing a sustainable society, the KITZ Group takes a sincere approach toward the earth and its 
inhabitants and will raise both its corporate and social value. 

============================================================= 

＊NOTE1 ＊ 
 KITZ sustainability commitment and slogan.  
 

■ KITZ Group Sustainability Commitment 
    Create a Society That Lives Together in Harmony with the Earth through Our Fluid Control Business. 
   The Sustainability Commitment is a promise to all stakeholders as the KITZ Group aims to continuously be sustainable and 
raise social value. 

■ KITZ Group Sustainability Slogan 
    Create the Future / Preserve the Future 

The Sustainability Slogan is a guidepost for all KITZ Group employees to realize the Commitment. 

Our CSR activity was done by based on the following 3 SDGs goals. 

1. SDGs 13: “Climate Action” 
         Help minimize climate change effects.  

2. SDGs 14: “Life Below Water” 
         Converse and sustainably use the ocean, seas and marine resources for sustainable development. 

3. SDGs 15: “Life on Land” 
    Protect, restore, and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, reverse land degradation and halt 
biodiversity loss. 
 

   


